Cooperative relaxation of supercoils and periodic transcriptional initiation within polymerase batteries.
Transcription and DNA supercoiling are known to be linked by a cause-effect relationship that operates in both directions. It is proposed here that this two-way relationship may be exploited by the E. coli genome to facilitate constitutive transcription of supercoil-sensitive genes by polymerase batteries made up of uniformly spaces RNA polymerase elongation complexes. Specifically, it is argued that (1) polymerases transcribing DNA in tandem cooperate to relax each other's transcription-driven positive supercoils; and (2) negative supercoils driven upstream by elongation complexes tend to be 'harnessed' and used to cooperatively (and periodically) initiate fresh transcription from promoters. Harnessing of transcription-driven negative supercoils is thought to be achieved through the erection of protein barriers to the rotational upstream propagation of supercoils from transcription events. The possible relevance of such cooperation amongst polymerases to the activation of transcription by DNA-binding protein factors is emphasized. Some testable predictions are made and implications are discussed.